We provide branding
and decoration solutions
since 1993, especially
embroidery, screen printing,
heat transfers, laser
engraves,and more.

EMBROIDERY

Embroidery is the most popular method of apparel branding and decoration. The advantages of
embroidery are stabile, durable, brilliant. The disadvantage of embroidery is the limitation on small
texts. Small texts in size of less than 4mm or 1/8 inch are diﬃcult to use embroidery. We can put
embroidery on almost any fabric and any product. graphics are set up once and used for unlimited times.
Price is aﬀected by the size of the graphic, not the colors. The larger size the higher price. Embroidery is
most cost eﬀective for small graphics and smaller runs.

Advantages

Wide range of eﬀects in both texture and thread color. Oﬀers both high durability and high perceived
value as a way to enhance your brand and company image.

Applications

Recommended products: Polos, Technical outerwear, Fleece, Team wear, Corporate casual, Bags

SCREEN
PRINTING

screen printing is a popular method of apparel branding and decoration. The advantages of screen
printing are stabile, durable, brilliant. Screen printing is most suitable for T-shirts and sweatshirts. Not
every type of product can be screen printed, such as golf bags, suitcases, and lined clothing. Graphics are
set up once and used for unlimited times, but there is machine set up costs each time the graphic is used.
Price is aﬀected by the colors of the graphic, not much of the size. The more colors the higher price.
Screen Printing is most cost eﬀective for large graphics and large runs.

Advantages
Applications

Suitable for large format applications at a low cost with a large impact.

Recommended products: Polos, Softshells, Lightweight shells, Team wear, Bags.

HEAT
TRANSFER

Heat transfer is a popular method of apparel branding and decoration.Heat transfer graphics may be
aﬀected by the fabric's chemical treatments and may become unstable. Heat transfer graphics need to be
washed inside out, otherwise they may be wear and teared very quickly. Graphics are set up once and
used for unlimited times, but there is machine set up costs each time the graphic is used. Price is aﬀected
by the size of the graphic, not about the colors. The larger size the higher price. Heat transfer is cost
eﬀective for small graphics and smaller runs.

Advantages

Clean and can be applied quickly with high detail. Ideal for waterproof fabrics, athletic and performance apparel.
Environmentally friendly inks provide long lasting durability.

Applications

Recommended products: Polos, Softshells, Technical outerwear, Team wear, Bags.

APPLIQUE

Applique is a combination of embroidery and other fabrics or decoration methods. You can combine any
fabric such as poly twills or felts or combine with other decoration methods such as laser engraves,
printed patches or women patches. The advantages of applique are stabile, durable, brilliant. Graphics
are set up once and used for unlimited times. Price is aﬀected by the size of the graphic, and other
fabrics or decoration methods used, not the colors. Applique is cost eﬀective for larger graphics and
smaller runs.

Advantages
Applications

Ideal for creating a premium, textered eﬀect with multiple fabrics.

Recommended products: Athletic ﬂeece, Softshells, Technical outerwear, Team wear, Bags.

LASER
ENGRAVE

laser engrave is applicable on almost any kind of fabrics, but most suitable for thicker fabrics, such as
poly ﬂeeces and cotton ﬂeeces. Products have to be able to lay ﬂat for laser engraves. Graphics are set
up once and used for unlimited times, but there is machine set up costs each time the graphic is used.
Price is aﬀected by the size of the graphic. The larger size the higher price. Laser engrave is cost eﬀective
for small graphics and smaller runs.

Advantages

Ideal for tone-on-tone design with extremely precise and intricate details, which can be applied over seams,
zippers, plackets, and more. Environmentally friendly and long lasting durability to washing.

Applications

Recommended products: Polos, Softshells, Lithtweight shells, Fleece, Team wear, Bags.

CONTACT
INFORMATION

Unit D - 3889 Keith Street, Burnaby, BC V5J 5K4
Tel: (604)-873-8901
Fax: (604)-873-8902
Email: Info@ScDeco.com

